The LoReAn pipeline can be conceptualized in two phases. The first phase 1 1 3 involves genome annotation based on ab initio and evidence-based predictions 1 1 4 ( Fig. 1a : blue arrows) and largely follows the workflow previously described in the 1 1 5 BAP [20, 21] . This first phase produces a full-genome annotation and requires the 1 1 6 minimum input of a reference genome, protein sequence of known and, possibly, which we refer to as BAP+. One alteration is that LoReAn uses RNA-seq reads 1 2 0
as input in combination with the BRAKER1 software [10] to produce a species- [20] as cDNA evidence while the output of GMAP is given to EVM as ab initio 1 2 6 1 0 Mb Oryza sativa (rice) genomes were re-annotated using Pacbio Iso-seq data.
4 5
These genomes are larger and contain a higher percentage of repetitive annotations using exact intron matches to the mapped reads as described earlier. This analysis also shows that the LoReAn outputs were the most 3 5 6
accurate and most closely match the TAIR10 reference annotation (Fig. 7b ). pipeline had the highest number of predicted genes, transcripts and exons 3 7 0 exactly matching to the reference annotation, followed by the outputs from the 3 7 1
LoReAn predictions (Table 4 ). However, the four LoReAn predictions had the 3 7 2 greatest specificity and accuracy for genes, transcripts and exons compared to the reference annotation (Fig. 7c ). The overall level of agreement between the 3 7 4
pipelines and the reference is lower for O. sativa than for Arabidopsis (compare 3 7 5
x-axis, Fig. 7a and 7c ), likely reflecting the difference in reference annotation quality. Using the exact intron matches to the mapped reads analysis, the 3 7 7
LoReAn gene predictions have the highest accuracy for exact intron matches, even greater than the reference annotation ( Fig. 7d ). These data suggest 3 7 9
LoReAn produced annotations are more accurate than the currently used 3 8 0 reference annotation with respect to RNA-seq mapping data. exact genomic location as the reference feature. capture the value of these assembled genomes, equal advances are needed in 3 9 8
defining the functional elements of the genome. One such technical advance is performance for predicting gene structures.
Whereas several genome annotation tools use experimental data (i.e. RNA-seq) for gene prediction, none of them fully utilize this information. This is 4 1 2 apparent for genes such as Ave1, where there is ample RNA-seq evidence gene. This result may be related to the small size of the Ave1 transcript and the 2 0 lack of homologs present in fungal databases. The ability to correctly annotate 4 1 6 genes with unique features or restricted taxonomic distribution is relevant to 4 1 7 many biological questions and will aid comparative genomic studies. We 4 1 8
designed LoReAn to provide more weight and incorporate more information from 4 1 9
both short-and long-read RNA-seq data as we believe with increasing 4 2 0 sequencing depth, length and accuracy this significant source of empirical 4 2 1 evidence will greatly improve gene prediction.
2 2
The technical and biological characteristics of a genome impacts the 4 2 3
annotation options that will influence annotation quality. Genome masking 4 2 4 significantly affected the gene prediction output of the V. dahliae annotation.
2 5
From a technical aspect, genome masking prior to annotation likely has the 4 2 6
greatest impact when annotating highly contiguously assembled genomes.
2 7
Fragmented genome assemblies often lack repetitive regions and are de facto information had a significant impact on annotation quality for the two smaller, overlapping UTRs which make gene prediction difficult. Using strand information, 4 3 7
LoReAn can assign transcripts to the correct coding strand and avoid the LoReAn that incorporates single-molecule cDNA sequencing into the annotation 4 5 3 process will significantly improve genome annotation and aid in answering We present the automated genome annotation software Long Read Annotation 4 5 8
(LoReAn) that builds on previous annotation software to incorporate both short- and long-read sequencing data. This pipeline is shown to perform well using both 4 6 0
Oxford Nanopore and Pacific Biosciences produced long-reads and for and double stranded cDNA synthesized following manufacturer guidelines 4 9 7
(Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). The fragments were then end-repaired and 4 9 8
poly-adenylated to allow for the addition of sequencing adapters, followed by 4 9 9 fragment enrichment using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification. Oxford Nanopore Technologies 5 0 7
For the synthesis of single-stranded cDNA, 1 μ g of each RNA sample was 5 0 8
reverse-transcribed using the Mint-2 cDNA synthesis kit as described by the Russia). The cDNA was precipitated, denatured and hybridized for 5 hours. Next, 5 1 7
the double stranded cDNA fraction was cleaved and the remaining single 20 seconds and 72ºC for 3 minutes).
2 0
Library preparation for the three samples was performed using the 5 2 1
Nanopore Sequencing Kit (v. SQK-MAP006) following the manufacturer's Ipswich, MA, USA). The adapter-ligated fragments were purified using 5 2 9
Dynabeads MyOne Streptavidin C1 (Thermo Fisher Science, Waltham, MA, 5 3 0 USA). added to the flow cells at 3, 17 and 24 hours after the run was started. Base- platforms. LoReAn outputs a GFF3 file with genome annotations.
4 8
The most convenient way to install and run LoReAn is by using the Docker To study the effect of genome masking on automated genome annotation with 5 7 0
LoReAn, we ran the pipeline on stranded mode using three reference genomes To use the software in strand mode efficiently, sequences from the same 5 7 9
transcript need to have the same strand. However, sequencing is random and, 5 8 0 depending from which fragment and sequencing starts, we can have fragments with the cDNA synthesis and normalization process to identify the coding strand We utilized the common metrics sensitivity, specificity and accuracy to compare 6 0 3 the annotation features. These metrics have been previously discussed in the To determine the unique protein coding genes annotated between LoReAn-sF, ATCCTGTGGGCAACAATAGC) were used to identify the two Ave1 isoforms. The two forward primers were used to confirm a genomic amplification product, Ethics approval is not applicable for this study. reached for the BAP and clustered long-read data. Each horizontal bar represents an annotation output, and each colored dot
represents the sensitivity (green), specificity (purple) and accuracy (red). The annotations. The Venn diagram shows that 4,646 genes were annotated with the 7 5 0 exact same features across all four pipelines. The numbers captured by only a 7 5 1 single annotation pipeline are considered singletons-genes whose structure is 7 5 2 uniquely annotated by a given pipeline. Note, these singletons do not necessarily within each of the four categories is shown. Fungus option. specificity (purple) and accuracy (red). Each output is labeled on the right. LoR_NS_M -LoReAn non-stranded using masked input genome; LoR_NS - shown was assessed independent of a reference, using the exact match intron 8 2 1 location between the gene predictions and those inferred from the short-and N = 10,390 N = 11,385 N = 27,395 N = 28,142 N = 10,515 N = 11,385 N = 28,927 N = 28,142 N = 10,426 N = 11,385 N = 28,810 N = 28,142 N = 10,287 N = 11,385 
